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59 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SUSTAINED LOCAL DRUG DELIVERY OF MINOCYCLINE HCL AND CHLORHEXIDINE DIGLUCONATE (PERIOCHIP) IN THE TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PERIODONTITIS: A CLINICO - MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDY

Author: B G SOUMYA Guide: G V GAYATHRI

Copies: 1 Location: DPERI00054 Year: 2006

Bapuji Dental College and Hospital,

60 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF SUBEPITHELIAL CONNECTIVE TISSUE GRAFT EITHER WITH AUTOLOGOUS PLATELET RICH PLASMA (PRP) OR FIBRIN - FIBRONECTIN SEALING SYSTEM (TISSUCOL) IN THE TREATMENT OF LOCALIZED GINGIVAL RECESSION - A CLINICAL STUDY

Author: B V V SRINIVAS Guide: MEHTA D S

Copies: 1 Location: DPERI00059 Year: 2006

Bapuji Dental College and Hospital,
PREVENTIVE AND COMMUNITY DENTISTRY

1 EFFICACY OF FOUR COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TOOTHPASTES ON DENTAL HYPERSENSITIVITY. - A COMPARATIVE STUDY.
Author: SHAVI GIRISH Guide: PRASAD K V V
Copies: 1 Location: DPREV00002 Year: 2004

2 ORAL HEALTH STATUS AND TREATMENT NEEDS OF THE HARIKANTRA COMMUNITY IN UTTARA KANNADA DISTRICT.
Author: MEGHASHYAM Guide: ASHOK KUMAR B R
Copies: 1 Location: DPREV00003 Year: 2004

3 ORAL HEALTH STATUS AND TREATMENT NEEDS OF POLICE PERSONNEL IN MYSORE CITY AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY.
Author: NAVEEN N Guide: REDDY C V K
Copies: 1 Location: DPREV00004 Year: 2004
4 THE ANTIMICROBIAL EFFECT OF SODIUM FLUORIDE MOUTH RINSE ON STREPTOCOCCUS MUTANS AND LACTOBACILLI IN SALIVA - A CLINICAL TRIAL
Author: KATTI ROOPA M  Guide: NAGESH L
K.L.E. Society's Institute of Dental Sciences, Belgaum
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00008  Year: 2005

5 ORAL HEALTH STATUS AND TREATMENT NEEDS OF KARNATAKA STATE ROAD TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION DRIVERS AND EMPLOYEES IN MYSORE DIVISION - A COMPARATIVE STUDY.
Author: REDDY S CHAITHANYA  Guide: REDDY C V K
JSS Dental College,
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00005  Year: 2005

6 A STUDY TO ASSESS THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS ON ORAL HEALTH STATUS AND TREATMENT NEEDS OF MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES OF MYSORE CITY.
Author: CHANDRASHEKAR B R  Guide: REDDY C V K
JSS Dental College,
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00001  Year: 2005

7 ORAL HEALTH STATUS AND TREATMENT NEEDS OF CLEFT LIP AND / OR CLEFT PALATE PATIENTS AGED BETWEEN 3 - 18 YEARS REPORTING TO K.L.E.S'S HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTRE, BELGAUM.
Author: HONGAL SUDHEER G  Guide: ANKOLA ANIL V
K L E Society College of Pharmacy, Belgaum
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00006  Year: 2005

8 PREVALENCE OF MALOCCLUSION AMONG CHILDREN AGED BETWEEN 12-15 YEARS IN BELGAUM CITY - A CROSS SECTIONAL STUDY.
Author: PANKAJ  Guide: NAGESH L
K L E Society College of Pharmacy, Belgaum
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00007  Year: 2005

9 A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF RETENTION AND THE EFFECT ON CARIES PREVENTION WITH TISSURE SEALING USING A CLASS IONOMER AND A RESIN BASED SEALANT AMONG SCHOOL CHILDREN OF 7-12 YEARS OF AGE IN BANGALORE A STUDY FOR 18 MONTHS
Author: SANGEETS T  Guide: HIREMATH S S
Government Dental College,
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00017  Year: 2006

10 "COMPARISON OF CARIES PREVENTIVE EFFECT OF FLUORIDE VARNISH AND FLUORIDE CONTAINING MOUTH RINSE IN 12-14 YEAR OLD GOVERNMENTT SCHOOL CHILDREN IN BANGALORE CITY " - 18 MONTH STUDY"
Author: SINGH GURMUHK  Guide: HIREMATH S S
Government Dental College,
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00009  Year: 2006

11 "A SURVEY OF PRIVATE DENTAL PRACTICES IN BANGALORE CITY"
Author: SHANBAHAG NAMITA  Guide: VEERESHA K L
Government Dental College,
Copies: 1  Location: DPREV00011  Year: 2006
12 PREVALENCE OF ORAL SUBMUCOUS FIBROSIS IN THE GENERAL POPULATION OF THE VILLAGE OF BETHALLI SUBCENTRE, MAGADI TALUK-AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY.

Author: SHETTY NAVYA R
Guide: DEVI M R SHANKAR
Copies: 1  Location:  DPREV00013 Year: 2006

13 A STUDY ON THE EFFICACY OF TOOTHPASTE CONTAINING CASEINPHOSPHOPTIDE IN PREVENTION OF DENTAL CARIES IN COMPARISON WITH FLUORIDE CONTAINING AND PLAIN TOOTHPASTES AMONG SCHOOL CHILDREN IN BANGALORE.

Author: K VIDYA SREE
Guide: DEVI M ARUNA AND ARADHYA M R SHANKAR
Copies: 1  Location:  DPREV00010 Year: 2006

14 REASONS FOR EXTRACTION OF PERMANENT TEETH AMONG 15 TO 50 YEARS AGE GROUP OF BANGALORE CITY A CROSS SECTIONAL

Author: SHAMALA A
Guide: SHAIK HYDER ALI K H
Copies: 1  Location:  DPREV00015 Year: 2006

15 SITUATION ANALYSIS OF LEGAL ASPECTS OF DENTISTRY IN FOUR CAPITAL CITIES OF SOUTH INDIA AND THE RESPONSE OF THE DENTISTS TOWARDS THE LEGAL ASPECTS

Author: REDDY KRISHNA VAMASI
Guide: SHAIKHYDER ALI
Copies: 1  Location:  DPREV00014 Year: 2006

16 ORAL HEALTH STATUS OF DISABLED CHILDREN IN THE SPASTICS SOCIETY OF KARNATAKA

Author: S SAHANA
Guide: VIRJEE KARIM
Copies: 1  Location:  DPREV00012 Year: 2006

17 ORAL HEALTH STATUS OF DISABLED CHILDREN IN THE SPASTIC SOCIETY OF KARNATAKA

Author: SAHANA S
Guide: KARIM VIRJEE
Copies: 1  Location:  DPREV00016 Year: 2006

PROSTHODONTICS INCLUDING CROWN & BRIDGE

1 RELATION BETWEEN INCISOR PLACEMENT AND SOFT TISSUE PROFILE IN COMPLETE DENTURE PATIENTS

Author: SHETTY JAYAKARA
Guide: SHETTY RAMANANDA S
Copies: 2  Location:  DPROS00001 Year: 1999

2 COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF SOME OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS ACRYLIC TEETH MANUFACTURED IN INDIA AN INVITRO STUDY

Author: SUDEEP S
Guide: NAIR VELAYUDHAN K N
Copies: 2  Location:  DPROS00005 Year: 2000
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3 RADIOFREQUENCY GLOW DISCHARGE AS A MODE OF DISINFECTION AND ITS EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ELASTOMERIC IMPRESSION MATERIALS  
Author: MATHEW SUSAN  
Guide: NAIR K N VELAYUDHAN 
Copies: 2  
Location: DPROS00008  
Year: 2000

4 A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF RETENTION OF COMPLETE DENTURE BASE WITH DIFFERENT TYPES OF POSTERIOR PALATAL SEAL  
Author: CHANDU G S  
Guide: JANI DINESH 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00004  
Year: 2000

5 AN INVESTIGATION INTO TRANSVERSE BENDING STRENGTH OF ACRYLIC RESIN  
Author: DESAI RAVIRAJ G  
Guide: JANI DINESH 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00009  
Year: 2000

6 A STUDY OF DIMENSIONAL CHANGE OF AUTOPOLYMERIZING ACRYLIC RESIN TRAY MATERIAL WITH RESPECT TO TIME  
Author: SHASHIDHARA H S  
Guide: RUDRAPRASAD I V 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00006  
Year: 2000

7 THE EFFECT OF APPLICATION OF CEMENT TO VARIOUS AREAS OF THE FULL COVERAGE METAL RESTORATION AND TOOTH ON THE MARGINAL ADAPTATION: AN IN-VITRO STUDY  
Author: DEEPIKA C V  
Guide: GANGADHAR S A 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00007  
Year: 2000

8 A SURVEY OF VARIOUS METHODS TAUGHT IN DENTAL COLLEGES FOR DETERMINING THE POSTERIOR PALATAL SEAL AREA  
Author: KUMAR DHANYA B H  
Guide: DAYAKARA H R 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00010  
Year: 2000

9 STUDY OF THE TENSILE BOND STRENGTH OF ELASTOMER IMPRESSION MATERIALS TO THE TRAY MATERIAL AT DIFFERENT DRYING TIME INTERVALS OF TRAY ADHERISVES  
Author: M SMITHA  
Guide: DAYAKARA H R 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00011  
Year: 2000

10 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF THE FIT OF MAXILLARY COMPLETE DENTURE BASES AT THE POSTERIOR PALATAL BORDER MADE BY HEAT CURE ACRYLIC RESIN PROCESSED ON HIGH EXPANSION STONE AND TYPE III DENTAL STONE  
Author: ARORA SUNIL  
Guide: SANGUR RAJASHEKAR 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00003  
Year: 2000

11 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF COMPLETE DENTURE EXPOSED TO SIMULATED OCCUUSAL FORCES  
Author: DIVEKAR NIRANJAN  
Guide: GANGADHARA S A 
Copies: 1  
Location: DPROS00012  
Year: 2000
12 A COMPARITIVE EVALUATION OF SHEAR BOND STRENGTH OF PORCELAIN AND COMPOSITE USING DIFFERENT BONDING AGENTS AN IN-VITRO STUDY

Author: KUMARI ROSELINE Guide: SAJJAN SURESH M C

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00002 Year: 2000

College of Dental Sciences,

13 MARGINAL FIT OF PROVISIONAL CROWNS FABRICATED BY DIRECT, INDIRECT AND COMBINATION TECHNIQUES: A SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY

Author: PREMA Guide: SHETTY RAMANANDA S

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00022 Year: 2001

Government Dental College,

14 COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MANDIBULAR INCISOR ANGULATION IN NATURAL DENTITION AND IN COMPLETE DENTURE

Author: NIRMALA M Guide: SHETTY RAMANANDA S

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00027 Year: 2001

Government Dental College,

15 COMPARISON OF THE FRACTURE RESISTANCE OF PULPLESS TEETH AND SITE OF THE RESORATION WITH A CAST POST AND CORE WITH CARBON FIBRE POST WITH A COMPOSITE CORE - AN IN VITRO STUDY

Author: VERMA NIKHIL Guide: JANI DINESH

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00035 Year: 2001

P.M. Nadagowda Memorial Dental College & Hospital, Bagalkot

16 ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL MONOMER CONTENT IN DIFFERENT DENTURE BASE MATERIALS USING DIFFERENT PROCESSING

Author: GOPINATH VALLY Guide: KUMARASWAMY K

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00018 Year: 2001

JSS Dental College,

17 A SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF DISCOLOURATION OF COMMERCIALY AVAILABLE ACRYLIC TEETH USED IN REMOVABLE DENTURE PROSTHESSES AND TOOTH COLOURED ACRYLIC FOR FIXED PROSTHESSES AN IN VITRO STUDY

Author: JAIN MEENU Guide: KUMARASWAMY K

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00034 Year: 2001

JSS Dental College,

18 HISTOLOGICAL EVALUATION OF THE MAXILLARY LABIAL PRENUM TO DETERMINE THE PRESENCE OF MUSCLE FIBRES

Author: REDDY SRINIVAS K Guide: DAYAKARA H R

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00029 Year: 2001

Bapuji Dental College and Hospital,

19 AN EVALUATION OF RETENTION OF MAXILLARY DENTURE BASES PREPARED BY USING TWO BORDER MOLDED IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES: MANUAL BORDER MOLDING AND FUNCTIONAL BORDER MOLDING

Author: KUNJUMON N BRIGITTE Guide: SANGUR RAJASHEKAR

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00014 Year: 2001

Bapuji Dental College and Hospital,
20 A COMPARATIVE SURVEY TO STUDY AND DETERMINE THE METHOD / 
METHODS TAUGHT AND MATERIALS USED FOR MAKING 
IMPRESSIONS AND SPECIAL TRAY DESIGNING IN COMPLETE 
DENTURE FABRICATION IN VARIOUS DENTAL COLLEGES IN 
KARNATAKA AND FOLLOWED BY PRIVATE DENTAL PRACTITIONERS 
GRADUATED FROM DENTAL COLLEGES IN KARNATAKA 
Author : JETHWA DINESH Guide: DAYAKARA H R 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00028 Year : 2001 

21 A RADIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF ORIENTATION OF OCCLUSAL 
PLANE IN DENTULOUS AND EDENTULOUS PATIENTS - A 
COMPARATIVE STUDY 
Author : ROOPA K J Guide: RAJU RAMA A V 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00031 Year : 2001 

22 A COMPARATIVE STUDY TO DETERMINE THE EFFICACY OF 
CHEMICAL DENTURE CLEANSERS 
Author : KALRA TARUN Guide: SAJJAN SURESH M C 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00032 Year : 2001 

23 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF GROWTH OF CANDIDA ALBICANS ON 
SOFT DENTURE LINING MATERIALS INCORPORATED WITH 
ANTIFUNGAL AGENTS - AN IN VITRO STUDY 
Author : PRAKASH PATIL JEEVAN Guide: RAJU RAMA A V 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00020 Year : 2001 

24 RELATING THE MARGINAL FIT OF THE CASTINGS TO THE 
ACCURACY OF THE IMPRESSIONS MADE FROM LAMINATED 
HYDROCOLLOID IMPRESSION TECHNIQUE - A COMPARITIVE STUDY 
Author : SINHA MANISH Guide: SAJJAN SURESH 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00016 Year : 2001 

25 TO STUDY AND EVALUATE MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION IN THREE 
COMMERCIALY AVAILABLE SACHETS AND CONTAINERS OF 
IRREVERSIBLE HYDROCOLLOID IMPRESSION MATERIALS IN INDIA 
Author : WAZIR HARBINDER SINGH Guide: NANDESHWAR D B 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00025 Year : 2001 

26 AN INVITRO STUDY OF NUMBER OF SURFACE VOIDS IN 
MONOPHASE, TWO PHASE AND PUTTY RELINE ADDITION SILICONE 
IMPRESSIONS USING TWO COMMERICALLY AVAILABLE MATERIALS - 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY 
Author : REDDY T JAYASIMHA Guide: SAJJAN SURESH M C 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00021 Year : 2001 

27 EFFECTS OF LABORATORY DISINFECTING AGENTS ON DIMENSIONAL 
STABILITY OF THREE COMMERICALLY AVAILABLE HEAT - CURED 
DENTURE ACRYLIC RESINS - AN IN-VITRO STUDY 
Author : JAYAPRAKASH M B Guide: RAHUL G R 
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00033 Year : 2001 
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28 A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF MARGINAL FIT OF ACRYLIC JACKET CROWNS BY VARYING THE NUMBER OF DIE SPACER COATS - AN IN VITRO STUDY

Author: MUKHERJEE BISWAROOP  Guide: SAJJAN SURESH  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00023  Year: 2001

29 A STUDY ON THE MOVEMENTS OF MANDIBLE BEFORE AND AFTER PROSTHODONTIC TREATMENT

Author: NILAWAR SANJAY  Guide: NAIR K CHANDRASEKHARAN  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00015  Year: 2001

30 COMPUTER INTEGRATED DESIGNING OF REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES

Author: VISHWANTH G  Guide: NAIR K CHANDRASEKHARAN  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00013  Year: 2001

31 ACEPHALOMETRIC STUDY TO EVALUATE THE EFFECT OF MUSCLE CONDITIONING EXERCISES AND YOGIC BREATHING PRANAYAMA ON CONVENTIONAL METHOD IN ESTABLISHING PHYSIOLOGIC REST POSITION OF THE MADIBLE

Author: PATIL ANANDKUMAR G  Guide: SREENIVAS P  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00017  Year: 2001

32 EFFECT OF CONVENTIONAL AND MICROWAVE CURE ON BOND STRENGTH BETWEEN DENTAL BASE RESIN AND ACRYLIC TEETH WITH DIFFERENT SURFACE TREATMENTS

Author: GUGWAD R S  Guide: DIKSHIT JAYASHREE V  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00030  Year: 2001

33 EFFECT OF FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION ON VOID FORMATION IN DIES Poured FROM POLUVINYLSILOXANE IMPRESSIONS

Author: NAGARAL SHARANBASAPPA  Guide: DIKSHIT JAYASHREE V  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00019  Year: 2001

34 COMPUTER AIDED SHADE STUDY TO SELECT ARTIFICIAL TEETH FOR EDENTULOUS PATIENTS

Author: MAJAGE BASAWA KUMAR V  Guide: NADGIR D V  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00026  Year: 2001

35 INTERPUPILLARY DISTANCE AS GUIDE TO SELECT UPPER ANTERIOR TEETH

Author: HABBU NITIN S  Guide: NADGIR D V  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00024  Year: 2001

36 A RADIOGRAPHIC STUDY TO ACCESS THE NEUTRAL ZONE IN RELATION TO THE ALVEOLAR RIDGE

Author: SINGH HARVINDER  Guide: JANI DINESH  Copies: 1  Location: DPROS00038  Year: 2002
37 EFFECT OF TRI-CHLOROMETHANE ON BOND STRENGTH BETWEEN ACRYLIC TEETH AND DIFFERENT HEAT CURED DENTURE BASE – A COMPARATIVE STUDY

Author: JUPUDY SATYA VENKATA Guide: NADEESHWAR D B Location: DPROS00037 Year: 2002

38 THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE ACCURACY OF THE SINGLE TOOTH IMPLANT OF WORKING CASTS CONSTRUCTED BY TWO DIFFERENT TRANSFER COPINGS – AN INVITRO STUDY

Author: SALAGUNDI BASAVARAJ Guide: SAJJAN SURESH Location: DPROS00039 Year: 2002

39 EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF WATER TEMPERATURE, ON THE FIT OF PROVISIONAL CROWN MARGINS, DURING POLYMERIZATION – AN IN VITRO STUDY

Author: RAMKUMAR V Guide: KUMAY VINAYA G Location: DPROS00041 Year: 2002

40 EVALUATING THE TENSILE STRENGTH BETWEEN LOW FUSING COMPOUND USED FOR BORDER MOLDING AND DIFFERENT ELASTOMERIC IMPRESSION MATERIALS USING TRAY ADHESIVES – AN INVITRO STUDY

Author: SUKUMAR BILLA Guide: SAJJAN SURESH M C Location: DPROS00040 Year: 2002

41 A COMPARATIVE STUDY TO EVALUATE THE ACCURACY OF THE DIES OBTAINED FROM THE IMPRESSIONS MADE WITH PREFORMED CROWN SHELLS AND CONVENTIONAL CUSTOM TRAY PROCEDURES – AN IN VITRO STUDY

Author: RAGHUNATH C V Guide: MATHEW XAVIER K Location: DPROS00036 Year: 2002

42 FINITE ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF CHANGE IN ANGULATION OF ABUTMENTS ON THE STRESS BEHAVIOUR IN AND AROUND THE DENTAL IMPLANT.

Author: SOMAIYAchetan J Guide: PATIL NARENDRA P Location: DPROS00054 Year: 2003

43 A COMPARISON OF STRESS BEHAVIOUR IN BONE AROUND SIMULATED NATURAL TOOTH WITH PERIODONTAL LIGAMENT AND TWO OSSEOINTEGRATED IMPLANT DESIGNS BY FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AND PHOTOELASTIC STRESS ANALYSIS

Author: SATWALEKAR PARTH R Guide: PATIL NARENDRA P Location: DPROS00052 Year: 2003

44 TO EVALUATE ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT CUSTOM TRAY MATERIALS USED FOR THE IMPRESSION OF PARTIALLY EDENTULOUS SITUATION – A COMPARATIVE STUDY

Author: KINRA MANISH SEN Guide: MATHEW XAVIER K Location: DPROS00053 Year: 2003
45 A STUDY ON SHEAR BOND STRENGTH OF CORE MATERIALS
Author : PRAMOD P S  Guide: NAIR K CHANDRASHEKARAN
M R Ambedkar Dental College,
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00042  Year : 2003

46 A CLINICAL STUDY ON GINGIVAL RETRACTION
Author : RAJA ZEENA  Guide: NAIR CHANDRASHEKARAN
K
M R Ambedkar Dental College,
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00043  Year : 2003

47 A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE RETENTION OF MAILLARY COMPLETE DENTURE BASES USING DIFFERENT IMPRESSION MATERIALS
Author : TIRNATI RAMESH  Guide: SREENIVAS P
HKE's S. N . Institute of Dental Sciences & Research, Gulbarga
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00044  Year : 2003

48 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE CHANGES ON THE DIMENSIONAL STABILITY OF ELASTOMERIC IMPRESSION MATERIALS
Author : SUJJAN KAMMBHAPATI  Guide: PATIL NARENDRA P
SDM College of Dental Sciences & Hospital,
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00061  Year : 2004

49 AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE TRANSVERSE AND IMPACT STRENGTH OF A NEW INDIGENOUS HIGH - IMPACT DENTURE BASE RESIN DPI - TUF AND ITS COMPARISON WITH THE TWO MOST COMMONLY USED DENTURE BASE RESINS.
Author : RAJ ARUNDATI N  Guide: PATL NARENDRA P
SDM College of Dental Sciences & Hospital,
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00060  Year : 2004

50 VARIATION IN SIZE AND FORM BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT MAXILLARY CENTRAL INCISOR TEETH.
Author : VADAVADAGI SUNEEL V  Guide: SUBBARAO V K
P.M. Nadagowda Memorial Dental College & Hospital, Bagalkot
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00045  Year : 2004

51 EFFECT ON RETENTION OF UPPER COMPLETE DENTURE BY DEVELOPING POSTERIOR PALATAL SEAL USING THREE DIFFERENT MATERIALS - CLINICAL STUDY.
Author : CHOUDHURY GOPAL KRISHNA  Guide: SUBBARAO V K
P.M. Nadagowda Memorial Dental College & Hospital, Bagalkot
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00050  Year : 2004

52 CRANIOFACIAL LANDMARKS AS A RELIABLE GUIDE IN POSITIONING OF MAXILLARY CENTRAL INCISOR IN COMPLETE DENTURE PROTHESIS.
Author : SHETTY BRIJESH  Guide: SHETTY BHARATH
AB Shetty Memorial Institute of Dental Sciences, Mangalore
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00063  Year : 2004

53 A STUDY TO EVALUATE THE EFFECT OF TRAY SPACE ON THE ACCURACY OF POLYVINYL SILICONE IMPRESSION.
Author : RAJAPUR ANAND  Guide: SHETTY SRIDHAR N
AB Shetty Memorial Institute of Dental Sciences, Mangalore
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00059  Year : 2004

54 A COMPARATIVE STUDY TO EVALUATE THE ACCURACY OF THREE POLYVINYL SILICONE PUTTY-WASH IMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
Author : DIXIT SANTHOSH  Guide: SHETTY SHRIDHAR
AB Shetty Memorial Institute of Dental Sciences, Mangalore
Copies : 1  Location :  DPROS00057  Year : 2004
55 AN ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF TYPE OF FRACTURE AND PROBABLE CAUSES IN ACRYLIC RESIN COMPLETE DENTURE. 
JSS Dental College,

Author : CHERIAN SUNIL Guide: GUJJARI ANIL KUMAR
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00048 Year : 2004

56 TO EVALUATE AND COMPARE THE LINEAR DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY OF IMPRESSIONS MADE BY DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES USING VARIOUS COMMERCIALY AVAILABLE POLYVINYL SILOXANE IMPRESSION MATERIALS - AN IN VITRO STUDY.

JSS Dental College,

Author : SAHOO SUKANT Guide: GUJJARI ANIL KUMAR
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00051 Year : 2004

57 IN VITRO STUDY ON THE EFFECTS OF INITIAL MOISTURE CONTAMINATION OF DENTAL LUTING CEMENTS

Bangalore Institute of Dental Sciences and Hospital,,Bangalore

Author : SHETTY BHRATH Guide: SAVADI RAVINDRA C
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00049 Year : 2004

58 A COMPARATIVE STUDY TO EVALUATE MASTICATORY EFFICIENCY, SPEECH AND COMFORT USING DENTURES FEBRICATED WITH CONVENTIONAL METHOD AND NEUTRAL ZONE CONCEPT.

HKE’s Nijalingappa’s Institute of Dental Sciences & Research,,

Author : MAHESH Guide: SREENIVAS P
Copies : 2 Location : DPROS00046 Year : 2004

59 A STUDY ON DIE SPACERS

M R Ambedkar Dental College,

Author : MOHAN PREET SINGH Guide: AMARNATH G S
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00047 Year : 2004

60 A STUDY ON NATURAL TOOTH SHADES AND ON THE PREVALENCE OF COLOR VISION HANDICAP AMONGST DENTAL PROFESSIONALS.

M R Ambedkar Dental College,

Author : KHOSLA AMRIT Guide: AMARNATH G S
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00064 Year : 2004

61 A STUDY TO EVALUATE THE EFFECT OF STEEL STRENGTHENERS ON FRACTURE RESISTANCE OF THE ACRYLIC RESIN COMPLETE DENTURE BASE.

KLE Society's Dental College,,

Author : REDDY B ANANTHA Guide: HALLIKERIMATH R B
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00058 Year : 2004

62 EFFECT OF TRAY DESIGN ON ACCURACY OF IRREVERSIBLE HYDROCOLLOID IMPRESSION BY USING DENTAL STONE CASTS.

KLE Society's Dental College,,

Author : MAJUMDAR SAYAN Guide: GANGADHAR S A
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00062 Year : 2004

63 A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CERTAIN RESINS USED FOR PROVISIONAL FIXED RESTORATIONS A LABORATORY STUDY

KVG Dental College,Dakshina Kannada

Author : ABDURAHIMAN V T Guide: KUMAR C PRADEEP
Copies : 1 Location : DPROS00068 Year : 2005
64 AN IN-VITRO COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT CROSS-SECTIONAL DESIGNS OF HIGH-PALLADIUM AND COBALT-CHROMIUM ALLOYS FOR CANTILEVERED SECTIONS OF FIXED IMPLANT SUPPORTED PROSTHESES.

Author: RAVIKANTH J H Guide: KUMAR C PRADEEP

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00069 Year: 2005

KVG Dental College, Dakshina Kannada

65 EFFECT OF TOPICAL FLUORIDE ON THE GLAZED SURFACE OF TWO COMMERCIAL AVAILABLE CERAMICS.

Author: KOHLI ROHIT Guide: SUBBARAO VEENA K

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00065 Year: 2005

P.M. Nadagowda Memorial Dental College & Hospital, Bagalkot

66 COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF AUXILIARY RETENTIVE FEATURES ON RETENTION OF COMPLETE CAST CROWS IN TEETH WITH ADEQUATE AND INADEQUATE CROWN HEIGHT - AN INVITRO STUDY

Author: JAIN MANSI Guide: HALLIKERIMATH R B

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00075 Year: 2005

K.L.E. Society's Institute of Dental Sciences, Belgaum

67 THREE DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT STRESS ANALYSIS IN RELATION TO ROOT FORM IMPLANT CONNECTED BY FIXED PROSTHETIC STRAIGHT ABUTMENT.

Author: AGARWAL JATIN Guide: SAVADI RAVINDRA C

Copies: 1 Location: DPROS00074 Year: 2005

Bangalore Institute of Dental Sciences and Hospital, Bangalore

68 TO STUDY THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS IN RELATION TO ROOT FORM IMPLANTS CONNECTED BY AN OVERDENTURE ABUTMENT DURING AXIAL AND NON-AXIAL LOADING
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